
 

 

Minutes of the Rowing Australia Masters Commission  
Monday 19 June 2017 
6pm AEST 
 
Via Teleconference 
1800 448 693 
Passcode: 980 433 2302 

 
Present: Alan Nicoll, Chris Grummit, Murray Stewart, Mark Mussared, Susan Linacre, Phil Titterton, Fenton Jones 

 
1. Apologies – Nikki McAllen, Nick Gall, Karen Clay 
 
2. Indicative Race Schedule/ Order of Events  

- 2 documents currently exist – draft principles then the formal principles that were published for the 
2015 at SIRC 
- Most things have not changed from the underlying principles 
- We a currently breaching some principles (such as the turnaround time provided between phase 1 & 
phase 2 and phase 2 & phase 3) 
- Getting more and more requests for certain heats or divisions so that athletes or boats can rotate. 
- Was the case this year due to a small field but also happens with all fields regardless of size. 
- Sunday is the biggest issue as some events are those that require 3 rounds of racing). 
- There are quite a few big field events on Sunday. 
- What changes could be made to get some more space to allow double ups so we can meet those time 
frames (moving some of the bigger fields from Sunday, or reducing our turnaround time requirements). 
- AN – could we revise the block system to assist Sunday 
- CG – it was originally a 6 block configuration rather than the current 7 block system (which had a spare 
block for CDE on Saturday pm to assist interstate events and give those athletes a rest period).  Club 8+ 
adds another layer.   
- Minor shuffles and switching has occurred so we don’t have fast boats following slower boats.  Possibly 
9 blocks would be better than 7.   
- If we struggle to find additional time to fix Sunday we can revoke our commitment to finish earlier on 
Sunday.   
- We may need to consider adding another half day at some time in the soon-ish future.  
- AN – issue of young competitors (A-C) and work commitments – find it difficult to take time off work 
- MM – would there be some simple fixes – like moving the least popular events to Sunday. 
- Restating principles / RA rules so all are aware and can quickly reference to answer questions. 
- Principles by and large still stand and there is nothing essentially wrong with them. 
- Advertise how many lanes we are going to use and the progression system early. 
- SL - Incorporate C and E into Saturday afternoon so that all athletes are not impacted by the IS races. 
- However if they are not “off” on Saturday afternoon they will be “off” during another session 
- CG – Club 8+ clash – all crews have the potential to clash with these and thus the gap is provided – still 
not really enough for the last crews of that prior bracket. 
- WE2x remove from Sunday would remove the semi-finals which would help – could go to Sat pm 
- swap G2x and G2- possibly 
- Regarding an extra ½ day – people are tired of a cold and windy muddy regatta already. 
- Look at earlier in the year as a preference to dealing with short days 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

- Principle of separating out surrounding age groups – doesn’t work for the older age groups where they 
are combined. 
- 7 group thing also compresses some events so possibly the 6 block thing can work 
- Women’s H needs a full program with WI-K & MJ-K combined except for 1x 
- Mark Mussared, Phil Titterton, Chris Grummitt, Alice Evans to look at some fixes to assist the IRS. 

 
3. Minutes of May meeting 

- Approved 
- Comments around repechages not being rowed - possibly include justification for the AMRC progression 
in the document regarding IRS principles. 

 
4. Report on 2017 AMRC  

- No report as yet 
- Extremely well run regatta, all had a great time. 
- Murray, Lucy (past event CEO & RQ staff), Nick (current event CEO) and Rob (future event  
CEO) present at the regatta was great to assist with knowledge sharing and future planning. 

 
5. Handicaps – Alice 

- L category event and handicaps.  Initially possibly extrapolate what we have as we don’t have data for 
this age category and then adjust then as necessary.  
- Other older age categories need to be reviewed also. 
- Add L to IRS for future planning. 
- Look into the process for the counting system for master’s handicaps – to help the “first  

crews off” in their handicaps 
- Wood chopping recording – look into this as a possibility. 

 
6. Club point score and fastest Club  

- 2x and 2- fastest club medals should be awarded and was initiated in 2014 
- Club crew wins the gold do they win a fastest club medal - yes 
- Should the club medal always be a different colour (possibly more a coppery/rose gold) 
- Row-overs should also get the fastest club medal. 
- These points need to be provided to hosts to clarify what is required. 

 
7. John Whiting Trophy costing  

- Will confirm cost as < $500 (cost of materials only) 
   
8. Commission Cup 

- Repurposing a trophy was discussed, but unanimously agreed the in-production John Whiting Memorial 
Trophy be presented to both the winning men’s and women’s Club Championship 8s, engraved 
accordingly, obviating the need for separate trophies. 
 

 
9. Other Business 

- No limit to age ranges in making up crews – the average age determines the age category. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

NOTES FROM DAVID MCPERSON FROM BARWON RC RE HANDICAP ANNOUNCEMENTS (AS 
BACKGROUND) 
On the weekend I was in a handicapped masters race (Club 8) where Powerhouse started rowing on “Go” instead 
of their handicapped start time of 11 seconds and were duly disqualified.  It is quite common for 1 or 2 rowers, 
or entire crews, to start on “Go” instead of waiting.  It is never intentional but when everyone is sitting tensely at 
the start, a “Go” (or the buzzer) can set them in motion.   It is difficult for the starter to detect this and call them 
back because he is busy focusing on his stop watch to count in the next crews. 
 
Also, these starts are unfair.  The crews starting on “Go” do not know when the “Go” will be called, whereas 
those starting on times handicapped get to start after a clear countdown.  I have a simple solution… 
 
No one should start on Go.  All handicaps should be pushed out by 5 seconds. 
 
So for example, instead of… 
Go – Melbourne 
6 – Power House 
11 – Barwon 
 
It should be… 
Go 
5 – Melbourne 
11 – Power House 
16 – Barwon 
 
The advantages of this method are: 

1. If anyone accidentally starts when “Go” is called the starter can halt the count and re-do the start. 
2. The first crews to start get a clear count so they can anticipate their first stroke just like the later crews rather 

than having wait for “Go”.  
  


